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A simple device using capacitor memory is proposed for 
converting the binary output of digital computers into an 
analog voltage for display on an oscilloscope or to operate 
other equipment. The binary input is applied serially with 
the least significant digit first. The device is asynchronous 
and may operate with any timing within limits dictated by 
the computer. Fundamentally, only two capacitors are usedj 
these being matched in value.
Consider the following circuit:
where ea and e b are the potentials on the capacitors 
Ca and Cb at any time t. The positive direction of potential 
is taken as indicated by arrows. If Ca and are initially 
charged to a voltage respectively, Ea and E^ and the switch is
closed, a current i will flow:
Ca + Cb
i = a R .b- € RCaCb
The voltages are:
1 C* _ EaCa + ^bCb , EaCb " EbCb
ea Ea c i dt = Ca + cb Ca + Gb
eb = Eb + ^  I 1 dt “
Ebcb + Eaca t Ebca “ Eaca
Ca + Cb Ca + Cb
Ga "*■ Gb 
EGaCb *
Ga + Cb
RC^C * a b
After a sufficient interval of time, ^ y RCaCb 
Ca + Cb
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—  ~  Eaca + Ebcb
Sa ~  ®b Ca + Cb
which may be approximated as closely as desired before the 
switch in Figure 1 is opened.
Ci
Let 'bca + c. 2 ’ °a Cb
then eb =
Ea + Eb
Consider the following circuit in which E& is established at 
zero or E depending on the value (0 or l) of a binary digit.
L^ ne ,—  blnarv dieci_r—-binary digit
V^VA/sJ--------------
E- AZero
E,
<rAAA^
Si
r _ x
VTVM
analog
voltage
Figure 2
If Eb is initially zero and Ea = E, then operation n = 1 
of the switch S to the right and back will result in
E.
e»i =
al where E_ = E^ for operation n = 1a a-j
For operation n = 2
Ei
then
eb and Ea = E a£,
eb, - Eal a. Ea2
similarly
et>5 = "ir + tt + 2_ Eai Ea2 . Ea
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and
eb
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Eal Ea2
n 2n 2n ” 1
‘* n
2
This may be rewritten
e = a  (_iL- + 
2 2n_1
^2 +
2n-2 2n "^
where e is the analog voltage of an n digit binary number 
with digits k± either 1 or 0, and E is the scale factor.
represents the least significant and kn the most signi­
ficant digit.
In practice, the switch S-j^ may consist of a pair of 
bi-directional clamp circuits and the voltage E k ± may be 
derived from a cathode follower or other low impedance 
electronic circuit. Present military clamp circuit practice
indicates that a memory to charging time ratio well above
1,000 can be obtained with one per cent accuracy. Much 
higher ratios are conceivably attainable under laboratory 
conditions. The minimum charging time is in practice, 
about l/2 micro-second.
If relays are used, the only limitations are soaking 
effect and the leakage time constant which exceeds a week 
for some polystyrene capacitors. Other leakage effects, 
such as the vacuum tube voltmeter resistance, may be 
minimized because the charging resistance is so small that
arbitrarily large capacitors may be used. Relays operative 
in 100 micro-seconds are available.
Accuracies of 0.1 per cent are readily conceivable 
with relays, and perhaps, even with electronic switching.
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FIGURE 5« Simple circuit used for testing the principle,
C1 - c2 - 0.1 p.F, 600 V, polystyrene capacitor. C j = mica
capacitor as needed to compensate for voltmeter capacity and 
for inaccuracies in and 02«
FIGURE 4. One possible form of an all electronic circuit. 
The diodes are 6AL5ts , and the cathode follower is a 
1/2 12AU7 operating with low current and, if possible, low 
plate voltage. C and R determine the charging time. The 
minimum value of R depends on the accuracy with which the 
gate tubes are to operate. The minimum value of C depends 
on how long the memory must last. 0.001 |j.F is satisfactory 
for about 1,000 \i sec. memory time.
